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AL AIN CITY
o v e r v i e w

Al Ain, or “the spring” in Arabic, is fed by natural springs originating from 

the surrounding rocky heights. Also known as the “Oasis City,” Al Ain is 

enclosed by magnificent red sand dunes and punctuated by an impressive 

mountain range. The abundance of water from the oasis allows the city to 

bloom, especially its numerous parks and gardens. “Garden City of the 

Gulf” is another name given to Al Ain, a city that is a favorite destination for 

thousands of overseas tourists.

Al Ain seamlessly combines heritage with modernity with the presence of 

its well-preserved forts, palaces and settlements alongside modern roads, 

hospitals, residential areas, schools and academic institutions, malls, 

theme park, ice rink, and the largest wildlife preserve in the Middle East.

Visitors to the city can choose from a large number of facil it ies 

and attractions, and will f ind an atmosphere and culture that feel 

more traditionally Arabic than can be found in the coastal cities in the UAE.
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ENHANCEMENT
ofÊ theÊ naturalÊ andÊ
builtÊ landscapes
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AlÊ AinÊ CityÊ hasÊ mobilizedÊ itsÊ effortsÊ andÊ resourcesÊ toÊ increaseÊ greenÊ spacesÊ

by planting vast areas of forests and palm trees, in addition to various 

types of plants that adapt to the harsh climate. The city improves the 

publicÊ landscapeÊ engineeringÊ byÊ cooperatingÊ withÊ eminentÊ internationalÊ

consultants in the field of landscape gardening, landscape architecture and 

gardenÊ designs.Ê
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ARTS,culture
andÊ heritage

Al Ain City is renowned for its archaeological excavations, which have 

uncovered tombs over 4,000 years old. It is one of the world’s oldest continually 

inhabited settlements. The city stresses the importance of preserving its culture 

and heritage. It collaborates with governmental as well as private organizations 

to embody the city’s vision of preserving both historical and cultural heritage. 
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Al Ain City is dedicated to the preservation of the environment through the 

development of legislation, regulations, and strategies, as well as preparing 

environmental action plans and establishing environmental institutions. The city 

is hard at work to protect the environment, preserve natural resources, combat 

desertification, protect and manage biodiversity, and manage waste.

  

Conserving the environment for sustainable development remains a top priority 

for Al Ain.

ENVIRONMENTAL
b e s t  p r a c t i c e s



COMMUNITY
participationÊ andÊ
empowerment

Al Ain is one of the main cities in the UAE where various nationalities co-exist and 

interact peacefully. Regardless of their multiple backgrounds, the development 

approachÊ thatÊ theÊ cityÊ isÊ consideringÊ isÊ bothÊ people-centeredÊ andÊ consensus-

driven. Thus, the public is given the opportunity and/or responsibility to manage 

their own resources, define their needs, goals, and aspirations, and make 

decisionsÊ affectingÊ theirÊ well-being.Ê ThisÊ springsÊ fromÊ theÊ basicÊ principleÊ thatÊ

people have the innate capacity to understand and act on their own problems. 

Essentially, all community members have the opportunity to participate in 

developing a management strategy that meets their needs and conditions.
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Al Ain City seeks to meet the ever 

growing expectations of the community 

and ensure a healthy lifestyle by providing 

equal quality healthcare services to all 

residents. Focus is given on spreading 

awareness regarding health risks and 

hazards, and implementing precautionary 

measures with the support of the General 

Authority for Health Services.  

HEALTHY
l i f e s t y l e
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STRATEGIC
p l a n n i n g
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Al Ain is now undergoing a flourishing renaissance with a dedicated 

“Al Ain Plan 2030.” This development plan will foster Al Ain’s authentic 

Arab identity, while supporting a continually evolving modern culture.
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AlÊA inÊOa sis

AlÊ AinÊ OasisÊ isÊ inÊ theÊ heartÊ ofÊ theÊ city.Ê

This impressive oasis is filled with palm 

plantations,Ê manyÊ ofÊ whichÊ areÊ stillÊ

workingÊ farms.Ê TheÊ cool,Ê shadyÊ walkwaysÊ

transportÊ youÊ fromÊ theÊ heatÊ andÊ noiseÊ ofÊ

the city to a tranquil haven – all you’ll 

hearÊ areÊ birdsongÊ andÊ theÊ rustleÊ ofÊ palmÊ

fronds. Picnic tables are available at the 

mainÊ entrance,Ê andÊ thereÊ isÊ aÊ restaurantÊ

inÊt heÊ centreÊof Êt heÊp lantation.Ê

YouÊ areÊ welcomeÊ toÊ wanderÊ throughÊ

the plantations, but it’s best to stick to 

the paved areas, which will take you 

onÊ aÊ relaxingÊ meanderÊ throughÊ theÊ

trees. Farms occasionally have signs 

welcomingÊ touristsÊ toÊ walkÊ around.Ê TheÊ

farms have plenty of working examples 

of the falaj, the UAE’s traditional irrigation 

system,Ê whichÊ hasÊ beenÊ usedÊ forÊ

centuriesÊ toÊ tapÊ intoÊ undergroundÊ wells.Ê

ThereÊ areÊ eightÊ differentÊ entrances,Ê someÊ

of which have arched gates. Entry is free.

AlÊ AinÊ WildlifeÊ ParkÊ &Ê Resort

AlÊ AinÊ WildlifeÊ ParkÊ andÊ ResortÊ isÊ homeÊ

to over 4,000 animals; at least 30% 

of its 180 species are considered 

endangered. Conservation efforts have 

beenÊ strengthenedÊ byÊ partnershipsÊ withÊ

theÊ SanÊ DiegoÊ Zoo,Ê FairchildÊ TropicalÊ

Botanical Garden in Miami, and World 

AssociationÊ ofÊ ZoosÊ &Ê Aquariums.Ê TheÊ

park covers 900 hectares near the base 

ofÊ JebelÊ Hafeet.Ê VisitorsÊ canÊ seeÊ theÊ

largeÊ animalÊ collectionÊ inÊ enclosuresÊ thatÊ

resembleÊ theirÊ naturalÊ habitatsÊ asÊ closelyÊ

asÊp ossible.Ê

Giraffes,Ê zebrasÊ andÊ rhinocerosesÊ co-

existÊ inÊ theÊ mixedÊ AfricanÊ exhibit,Ê whileÊ

wildlifeÊ typicalÊ ofÊ theÊ localÊ region,Ê suchÊ

asÊ theÊ indigenousÊ ArabianÊ OryxÊ andÊ sandÊ

gazelleÊ alsoÊ shareÊ aÊ habitat.Ê ThereÊ areÊ

plentyÊ ofÊ greenÊ publicÊ spacesÊ idealÊ forÊ

picnicsÊ andÊ alsoÊ playgrounds,Ê aÊ cafeteriaÊ

andÊaÊt rainÊt ourÊof Êt heÊwild lifeÊar ea.Ê

Website: http://www.awpr.ae/en/Pages/

Home.aspx

ALÊ AINÊ attractions



GreenÊMu bazzarah
HotÊS prings

AtÊ theÊ bottomÊ ofÊ JebelÊ Hafeet,Ê AbuÊ

Dhabi’s highest peak, lies one of the 

UAE’s most surprising sights. Green 

Mubazzarah is a park of undulating rocky 

terrain that has been landscaped, giving 

theÊ impressionÊ ofÊ rollingÊ grassyÊ hillsidesÊ

withÊ streams,Ê hotÊ springsÊ andÊ waterfalls.Ê

Accommodation is available in chalets. 

Advance reservations are taken.

HiliÊF unÊCit y

Hil i Ê Fun Ê City Ê is Ê a Ê f lagship Ê family Ê

entertainmentÊ destinationÊ thatÊ hasÊ

become a firm favorite since opening 

in 1985. The Gulf’s first theme park, Hili 

Fun City has been recently renovated. 

The expansive park now boasts 28 

attractionsÊ forÊ allÊ ages,Ê aÊ familyÊ showÊ

amphitheatre for 1,400 people, and 

picnicÊan dÊp layÊar eas.

Website: http://www.hilifuncity.ae

JebelÊHa feet

ThisÊ toweringÊ rockyÊ height,Ê whichÊ standsÊ

guard over Al Ain and borders Oman, is 

forgedÊ outÊ ofÊ craggyÊ limestoneÊ thatÊ hasÊ

beenÊ weatheredÊ byÊ millionsÊ ofÊ years.Ê

Significant fossil discoveries have been 

made in the area, which are vital pieces 

in the jigsaw of the city’s ancient history. 

Over 500 ancient burial tombs dating 

back 5,000 years have also been found 

inÊt heÊf oothillsÊof ÊJeb elÊHaf eet.Ê

Jebel Hafeet, rising 1,240 metres, is 

the UAE’s second highest peak. You 

can drive, or if you have the stamina, 

cycle to the top via a winding highway, 

which edmunds.com (the automotive 

informationÊ onlineÊ source)Ê describedÊ

as “among the world’s greatest driving 

roads.” Once you reach the top, you’ll 

be rewarded with magnificent views of 

AlÊ Ain,Ê whereÊ youÊ canÊ takeÊ aÊ breakÊ atÊ

the Mercure Jebel Hafeet Hotel near the 

mountain’s peak.
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P A R K S
andÊ gardens

AlÊ AinÊ CityÊ isÊ adornedÊ withÊ moreÊ

thanÊ 25Ê recreationalÊ parks.Ê ThereÊ

areÊ appointedÊ fencedÊ areasÊ forÊ

ladiesÊ andÊ childrenÊ whereÊ theyÊ canÊ

freelyÊ practiceÊ theirÊ preferredÊ sportsÊ

and various activities such as 

holding cultural and sports events. 

Moreover, some traditional parks 

wereÊ transformedÊ intoÊ athleticÊ

parksÊ andÊ areÊ nowÊ well-equippedÊ

withÊ sportsÊ tools.Ê Additionally,Ê newÊ

conceptsÊ ofÊ fencelessÊ parksÊ wereÊ

introducedÊ toÊ theÊ publicÊ inÊ orderÊ toÊ

facilitateÊ accessÊ toÊ theseÊ gardensÊ

fromÊ differentÊ cornersÊ andÊ enhanceÊ

the aesthetic value of the whole 

city.

AlÊ AinÊ ParadiseÊ GardenÊ isÊ theÊ

newestÊ gardenÊ thatÊ openedÊ inÊ

Al Ain City. It was created in only 

90 days to commemorate the 

springÊ season.Ê TheÊ newÊ gardenÊ

enteredÊ TheÊ GuinnessÊ BookÊ ofÊ

World Records for having the most 

number of hanging flower baskets 

– a total of 2,500.
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AlÊAin ÊNa tionalÊMu seum

OnÊ theÊ edgeÊ ofÊ AlÊ AinÊ Oasis,Ê AlÊ AinÊ

Museum was opened in 1971 and 

is the showcase for the city’s unique 

heritage and history. It is housed in 

theÊ sameÊ compoundÊ asÊ theÊ SultanÊ

BinÊ ZayedÊ FortÊ (alsoÊ knownÊ asÊ theÊ

Eastern Fort), which was built in 

1910 and is very well preserved. 

Divided into three main sections – 

archaeology,Ê ethnographyÊ andÊ giftsÊ

– its presentations illustrate various 

aspects of life in the UAE, and 

includesÊ anÊ interestingÊ selectionÊ ofÊ

photographsÊ asÊ wellÊ asÊ BedouinÊ

jewellery,Ê musical Ê instruments,Ê

weapons,Ê andÊ aÊ reconstructionÊ ofÊ aÊ

traditionalÊmajlis .Ê

TheÊ archaeologyÊ displaysÊ areÊ

extensive, and include many 

artifactsÊ fromÊ theÊ nearbyÊ HiliÊ

Gardens, so it is helpful to visit the 

museum first. Some of the displays, 

suchÊ asÊ theÊ oneÊ fromÊ GarnÊ BintÊ

SaudÊ (12Ê kilometresÊ northÊ ofÊ Hili),Ê

date back to the first millennium BC. 

TheÊ giftsÊ sectionÊ housesÊ anÊ unusualÊ

collectionÊ ofÊ giftsÊ thatÊ SheikhÊ ZayedÊ

Bin Sultan Al Nahyan received 

during his lifetime. It includes golden 

swords, silver daggers and a golden 

palmÊ tree,Ê amongÊ others.Ê TheÊ

labeling on all displays is in English 

andÊA rabic.Ê

Website:

http://www.adach.ae/

en/portal/heritage/

alain.nationalmuseum.aspx

HERITAGE



AlÊAin ÊP alaceÊMu seum

Al Ain Palace Museum (also known as 

the Qasr Al Ain Museum) is near the 

commercialÊ areaÊ onÊ theÊ roadÊ toÊ Sinaiyya.Ê

Built in 1910, the museum was once 

theÊ homeÊ ofÊ theÊ lateÊ SheikhÊ ZayedÊ BinÊ

SultanÊ AlÊ NahyanÊ andÊ wasÊ alsoÊ theÊ hubÊ

of the city’s political life. The palace 

wasÊ turnedÊ intoÊ aÊ museumÊ inÊ 1998Ê andÊ

nowÊ holdsÊ aÊ largeÊ collectionÊ ofÊ materialÊ

concerningÊt heÊr ulingÊf amily.

Website:

http://www.adach.ae/en/portal/heritage/

sheikh.zayedpalacemuseum.aspx

AlÊ AinÊ UniversityÊ NaturalÊ
HistoryÊMu seum

For those interested in the UAE’s flora 

andÊ fauna,Ê thisÊ museumÊ isÊ aÊ smallÊ butÊ

informative centre run by the university. 

It includes a herbarium and collections of 

various species of animals and birds. A 

collectionÊ ofÊ rocks,Ê mineralsÊ andÊ fossilsÊ

isÊals oÊon Êd isplay.

AlÊJa hiliÊF ort

TheÊ picturesqueÊ AlÊ JahiliÊ FortÊ isÊ oneÊ ofÊ

the UAE’s most historic forts and is the 

birthplaceÊ ofÊ theÊ lateÊ SheikhÊ ZayedÊ BinÊ

Sultan Al Nahyan. It was erected in 1891 

toÊ defendÊ theÊ cityÊ andÊ protectÊ preciousÊ

palm groves. The former headquarters 

ofÊ theÊ OmanÊ TrucialÊ Scouts,Ê theÊ forceÊ

thatÊ protectedÊ theÊ mountainÊ passesÊ

andÊ keptÊ inter-tribalÊ peace,Ê AlÊ JahiliÊ FortÊ

also served as a residence for the local 

governor. 

It is set in beautifully landscaped 

gardens, and visitors are encouraged to 

explore it. It has been carefully restored 

andÊ nowÊ housesÊ aÊ permanentÊ exhibitionÊ

of the work of British adventurer Sir 

WilfredÊ ThesigerÊ (whomÊ theÊ localsÊ

affectionately refer to as Mubarak Bin 

London) and his 1940s crossings of the 

Rub Al Khali (The Empty Quarter) desert.  

Website:

http://86.96.196.32/en/portal/heritage/

opening.of.alahili.fort.aspx
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AlÊA inÊS portplex

Al Ain’s greatest asset is its beautiful setting. Nearly all of the activities available in the 

OasisÊ CityÊcap italizeÊon Êt heÊu niqueÊb eautyÊof Êit sÊs urroundings.

AsideÊ fromÊ motorsports,Ê cricket,Ê soccer,Ê paintballÊ andÊ otherÊ attractions,Ê AlÊ AinÊ

SportplexÊ isÊ homeÊ toÊ theÊ 1.4kmÊ AlÊ AinÊ RacewayÊ go-kartingÊ track,Ê theÊ largestÊ ofÊ itsÊ

kind in the Middle East.

Website: http://www.alainsportplex.ae/

Go-Karting

The state-of-the-art Al Ain Raceway is ranked as one of the world’s top three go-

karting tracks and is host to major international events such as the Rotax Max 

Challenge Grand Finals, the biggest annual event on the global karting calendar. The 

fully floodlit circuit features three distinctive configurations, providing an exhilarating 

challenge for drivers of all abilities. Open to the public, drivers can hone their skills on 

top-of-the-line Intrepid brand rental karts. Al Ain Raceway also boasts a restaurant, 

shishaÊ loungeÊ andÊ meetingÊ roomsÊ equippedÊ withÊ theÊ latestÊ technologyÊ andÊ isÊ anÊ idealÊ

venue for team-building and corporate events. Exclusive use of the circuit needs to 

be booked in advance.

Website: http://www.alainraceway.com/

SPORTS
a n d Ê r e c r e a t i o n



PalmÊS portsÊR esort

TheÊ PalmÊ SportsÊ ResortÊ hasÊ excellentÊ facilitiesÊ forÊ theÊ equestrian,Ê whetherÊ

it’s learning to ride, looking to take part in competitions or be a spectator at 

regular races. It also has an 18-hole, all-grass golf course under the shadow 

of Jebel Hafeet, first-class equestrian facilities and a stunning clubhouse with 

anÊex cellentÊr estaurant.ÊÊÊ

Website: http://palmsportresort.com.122.blankserver.com/index.aspx

Hiking

TheÊ areasÊ surroundingÊ AlÊ AinÊ areÊ perfectÊ forÊ dayÊ hikesÊ orÊ longÊ walks.Ê TheÊ

plantations scattered around the city provide gorgeous, shaded settings for 

long walks and quiet picnics. More experienced hikers shouldn’t miss the 

HangingÊ GardensÊ hike,Ê whichÊ showcasesÊ someÊ ofÊ theÊ mostÊ unusualÊ andÊ

unexpectedÊr ockÊf ormationsÊan dÊp lantÊlif eÊin Êt heÊcou ntry.
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AlÊAin ÊMa ll

This bright, modern mall has over 175 stores selling everything from greeting 

cardsÊ toÊ goldÊ jewellery.Ê AnchorÊ storesÊ includeÊ GrandÊ Stores,Ê HomeÊ CentreÊ andÊ

ParisÊGaller y.

Website: http://www.alainmall.net/

AlÊJim iÊMa ll

Al Jimi offers hundreds of shopping options with over 70 shops, including 

Women’s Secret, Early Learning Centre, Nine West, Areej and Body Shop.

Website: http://www.aljimimall.com/

BawadiÊMa ll

The largest mall in Al Ain, Bawadi Mall has over 400 shops, representing both 

internationalÊ andÊ regionalÊ brands,Ê andÊ aÊ rangeÊ ofÊ highÊ streetÊ andÊ designerÊ

names,Ê aÊ foodÊ courtÊ andÊ manyÊ casualÊ diningÊ outlets.Ê FamilyÊ entertainmentÊ

includes a ski village, rollercoaster, an eight-screen cinema and a bowling 

alley. The Heritage Village features beautiful Islamic architecture and shops 

selling classic souvenirs like gold, carpets and handicrafts in a traditional souk 

environment. There are also two outdoor markets: Bawadi and Al Qaws.

Website: http://www.bawadimall.com

SHOPPING
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ALÊ AINÊ souks
AlÊA inÊS ouk

This is the last souk of its kind in the UAE and is an excellent opportunity to see camels 

upÊ close,Ê andÊ toÊ seeÊ andÊ hearÊ theÊ tradersÊ discussingÊ theÊ priceÊ andÊ meritsÊ ofÊ theirÊ

animals.Ê ThereÊ areÊ someÊ excellentÊ photoÊ opportunities,Ê butÊ beÊ carefulÊ whereÊ youÊ pointÊ

your lens and always ask permission first. In the livestock section, watch locals arrive in 

pickupsÊlad enÊwit hÊgoat sÊan dÊ sheep,Ê readyÊt oÊd oÊ someÊh ardÊb argaining.ÊB eÊp reparedÊ

toÊ beÊ theÊ objectÊ ofÊ aÊ certainÊ amountÊ ofÊ curiosity,Ê andÊ tryÊ notÊ toÊ becomeÊ tooÊ upsetÊ withÊ

the rough treatment of livestock.  

SoukÊAlÊBa wadiÊa ndÊS oukÊAlÊQa ws

Both of these outdoor markets are attached to the huge Bawadi Mall. Souk Al Qaws 

features shops of a practical nature set among unique architecture, with over 40 

service outlets including banks, money exchanges and travel agents. Souk Al Bawadi 

has more of a heritage feel, with over 50 shops selling traditional items and souvenirs.

SoukÊAlÊZa farana

Originally meant to be the new home of the city’s Old Souk, Al Zafarana is now filled 

with shops selling everything from fruits and vegetables to shoes and handicrafts. 

You’ll be able to bargain with most of the sellers, so don’t be shy when trying to find a 

great deal. This is also a great place to pick up a variety of dates. Be sure to taste the 

many different kinds before settling on your favorite.
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Our Vision:
Distinctive municipality and sustainable 
development for the Oasis City.

P.O. Box: 1003 Al Ain - United Arab Emirates

Tel: +971 3 763 5111  Fax: +971 3 7633288  Email: info@am.ae

www.am.abudhabi.ae

رؤيتنا:
بلدية متميزة وتنمية مستدامة

لمدينة الواحات.


